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Microwave Networks Mission Critical
Microwave for Public Safety & Utilities
Microwave Networks provides the most reliable and flexible microwave
radios in the industry. These highly reliable software defined radios offer
the ability to transport both native IP and native TDM traffic and are
perfect for any infrastructure, last-mile, or access application. Provides
full range of licensed and unlicensed radios from 900 MHz to 80
GHz.
Successful networks depend on each individual piece working reliably and
seamlessly with every other part of the network. The same is true for
your wireless infrastructure or access system. With our family of
Integrated Microwave Solutions , our radios provide a complete line of
advanced, cost-effective, and reliable products that work together to
solve your complete communication system’s needs.
In addition to the standard Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH)
technology, all of our radio platforms offer customer interfaces for IP and
data transport. This unique combination offers network operators the
ability to leverage their current network infrastructure and provide an
efficient evolution to their next generation networks. As voice and data
traffic grow within the networks, PDH systems can be supplemented with
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) platforms to carry data as high as
311 Mbps.
With over 40 years in the microwave radio business, (formerly Motorola
Microwave) we are dedicated to producing products and services that
meet new and emerging market requirements as well as traditional,
established microwave radio applications. Microwave Networks Offers
Full Turnkey Solutions and Maintenance Support Services
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CODAN’s VISOR INTEROP Portable
In an emergency, there’s no time to set up a multi-agency communications system and
get your users ready—you want to communicate in an instant. You want to talk with other emergency response agencies immediately to save lives and provide aid.
VISOR INTEROP makes saving lives a priority. A Transportable repeater pre-programmed
with mutual aid frequencies established by the FCC which provide communications interoperability between emergency response agencies on the ground when responding to
an emergency. No additional set up or configuration is required, just set up the antenna
and external power source and talk for instant communications between agencies








VHF, UHF and 700/800 MHz Frequency band options.
P25 or analog, repeater or base station
Lightweight at 28 pounds.
Robust operating temperatures of

–30 to +60 C.

Passes P25 Encrypted Communications
RF Output Power of 30W

Preprogrammed to local and national mutual aid
frequencies.
 Capability for programming with agency specific frequencies up to 32 channels.
 Frequency agility with internal quick change duplexer
and easy to use service software.
 External 110/220 V AC or 12V DC Power

BIRD TXRX New Portable Signal Booster II BDA
Mission Critical Reliability for In-building Coverage . . .The Bird® Signal Booster II provides Public
Safety grade reliability and coverage in disadvantaged RF locations for First Responders, Public
Safety/Governmental agencies and Private System Users. Reliable RF coverage is gained in
basements, parking garages, correctional facilities, courthouses, hospitals, malls and schools. Other
challenging environments covered by the Signal Booster II product include ships, submarines and
shore facilities. Whether you are on the front line and depend on a reliable
communication system or you are the systems integrator responsible for implementing a dependable system, this new portable design facilitates installation and system optimization for rock solid operation via a simple manmachine interface. Imbedded features for ease of initial setup include decoupled test points for signal level detection, menu driven gain setting, front
panel LED monitors for amplifier and power status, and an at-a-glance LED
bar graph to indicate relative level of Output Level Control (OLC). Additionally, this product offers a unique on-board OLC DataLog feature that archives a User Signal Profile to facilitate optimum system configuration and
performance. Available in UHF and 700-800 MHz. Only 53 pounds!
www.birdrf.com
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Persistent Telecom’s Portable SMS Broadcast System
Persistent Telecom has designed and built a portable SMS broadcast system to support public safety notification, law enforcement operations and Humanitarian Assistance / Disaster Recovery (HADR)
missions. nanoCAST™ systems provide situational awareness during any crisis where
survivors or
hostages are denied access to public networks.
Denied access or loss of commercial telephone services is common place in disasters.
Recently, some governments have begun to turn off mobile phone networks to suit their needs. In
either case, nanoCAST™ systems can be deployed to identify victims in need of assistance.
nanoCAST™ systems
effective in many
situations including:




can be
sensitive

Early warning Emergency
Alerts
Search and Rescue
Hostage Situations

Emergency Alerts:
In less than five minutes nanoCAST™ systems can be programmed to transmit instant messages to
mobile phones in the immediate area. There is no need to wait for the
commercial carrier to set
up the SMS broadcast. First responders do not need to know what phones are in the area, the nanoCAST™ figures that out for them automatically. Once the “stay where you are” or “evacuate immediately” campaign is activated the nanoCAST™ system finds the phones and sends the alerts.
Search and Rescue:
Finding survivors is a time critical effort where nanoCAST™ systems can be helpful in many ways.
For example, when a nanoCAST™ finds three phones active in the area, there are probably at least
three people to locate.
Hostages:
Once again, when time is of the essence, a nanoCAST™ campaign can send and collect information
in the shortest time cycle. With shooters in the building, sending directions to innocents within can
provide assurance that help has arrived.
Alternatively, if the commercial networks are down, a nanoCAST™ campaign can be
directed at
the assailant.
Easy to use, nanoCAST™ systems can be operated using any tablet or smart phone.
Initiating an SMS campaign is as simple as sending a text message with your cell phone.

More information at:
www.persistent-telecom.net
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Earthquake Early warning notification
NATURAL DISASTER AUTOMATION AND MASS NOTIFICATION
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When there is a force of nature with potentially catastrophic consequences, an early warning system is instrumental to protecting assets and saving lives. Alert Systems Group, LLC
(www.AlertSystemsGroup.com) (ASG) is the leading Earthquake, Hurricane, Tornado, and
Tsunami early-warning, automations, mass-notification, and technology provider in the
world. ASG, operating on a FEMA Integrated Public Alert and Warning System (IPAWS)
certified platform, has worked with state and local government agencies, university
researchers, broadcast stations, 2-way radio and dispatch manufacturers, and industryleader Global Security Systems to build a Automation and Mass Notification controller fit for
all first responders. The ASG controller is capable of notifying all public-safety first responders (Police, Fire, Red Cross, etc) and Hospitals, Schools and Mass Transit Agencies of an
impending natural disaster while automating in-building systems and radio communications.
The entire ASG suite of products receive the raw Earthquake seismic data, Tsunami,
Tornado, Hurricane and Flood directly from ASG’s affiliate industry leaders and government
research partners.
ASG servers aggregate raw data and run proprietary algorithms. Automated and redundant
alerts are then sent via Satellite uplink and IP directly to local radio broadcast stations. The
stations retransmit the data on an Emergency FM Frequency directly to all ASG controllers
and Home-and-Office units, alerting to the type of natural disaster and time to impact,
based on their local region.

www.alertsystemsgroup.com

N2W Speaker Microphone Heavy Duty Waterproof
N2W + Series Speaker Microphones are designed to be the highest value
communication solution for critical use environments. Rugged in design
and firm in the hand, with standard features required by emergency personnel working in extreme conditions. Premium components ensure crisp,
clear and reliable communication. This SM6W model is available for
BK Radio KNG, Motorola, Mototrbo, Kenwood, ICOM and many
more.
MSRP $129.
-Compact heavy duty design
- 4.9 mm heavy duty cable
- IP67 waterproof rating, submersible
- 3.5mm waterproof audio accessory
port
- Optional emergency button for
supported radio models
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